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Abstract Common conversion point (CCP) stacking of receiver functions is a widely used technique to
image velocity discontinuities in the mantle. The CCP imaging technique assumes that receiver functions
are composed solely of P to S conversions at velocity boundaries, whose depths can be mapped out through
their arrival times. The multiple reflections at shallow boundaries with large velocity contrasts, such as the
base of unconsolidated sediments and the Moho, can lead to artificial structures in the CCP images. We
develop a refined CCP stacking method that uses relative slowness as a weighting factor to suppress the
multiples (slowness-weighted CCP stacking, SWCCP). We conduct extensive numerical tests with synthetic
data to seek the best weighting scheme and to verify the robustness of the images. We apply this technique
to receiver function data of NECESSArray in China and the transportable array in western U.S. and find that
most of the events in the depth range of 200–400 km shown in the regular CCP images are eliminated. The
SWCCP images, on the other hand, reveal a clear negative event under some parts of the two arrays,
indicating the presence of low velocity layer above the 410 km discontinuity, which was reported by
previous studies.

1. Introduction

Mapping seismic velocity boundaries and scatterers in the mantle is of great importance in order to under-
stand mantle composition and dynamics [e.g., Shearer and Masters, 1992; Vidale and Benz, 1992; Wicks and
Richards, 1993; Niu and Kawakatsu, 1995; Li et al., 1998; Shen et al., 1998; Simmons and Gurrola, 2000].
Utilizing the P-to-S and S-to-P converted wavefield recorded by three-component seismic sensors plays a sig-
nificant role in passive seismic imaging of the mantle [Li et al., 2000; Niu, 2014]. For example, source side
S-to-P converted waves have been used in determining the depths of the 410 km and 660 km discontinuities
in the subduction zone in order to understand the nature of the two discontinuities and to constrain tem-
perature in the transition zone [e.g., Vidale and Benz, 1992; Wicks and Richards, 1993; Niu and Kawakatsu,
1995]. Receiver side P-to-S converted waves are widely used to map out depth variations of the Moho, mid-
lithosphere discontinuity, and the lithosphere-asthenosphere boundary (LAB) beneath a seismic array.

Receiver functions are the Green’s functions associated with structures beneath a receiver, which are
obtained from three-component teleseismic records. More specifically, they are computed by a deconvolu-
tion of the radial/SV component by the vertical/P component [Ammon, 1991]. In a layered medium, a receiver
function can be considered as the impulse response consisting of a direct P arrival and a series of conversions
and reflections at boundaries below the station (Figure 1a). Because of the low amplitude of the conversion
coefficients, stacking a large number of receiver functions is essential to obtain high-quality P-to-S conversion
data. The common conversion point stacking (CCP) [Dueker and Sheehan, 1997; Gilbert et al., 2003; Niu et al.,
2004, 2005; Schmandt et al., 2011, 2014; Tauzin et al., 2010, 2013] is a widely used technique to gather and
stack receiver function data to mapmantle discontinuities and their lateral variations beneath a seismic array.

The CCP stacking method consists of two major steps. For an assumed discontinuity at depth, d, it first com-
putes the arriving time of the S wave converted from P (Pds) at the discontinuity, as well as its geographic
location by ray tracing in a reference model. It then sums all the receiver functions that share similar conver-
sion locations at the computed Pds time. The second step here actually assumes that receiver function data
are solely composed of S waves converted from the incident P wave at different depths. In fact, the teleseis-
mic impulse response contains both P-to-S conversions and multiple reflections (Figure 1b). These multiples,
which have relatively small moveout slope, would be inevitably stacked up to form artificial events that do
not represent the true structures in the upper mantle. The multiple-related events occur in a wide depth
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range from approximately 100 to 400 km below the surface depending on the thickness of crust and the
sediments (Figure 1c), which makes it difficult to interpret events in CCP images at these depths [Huang
et al., 2010; Schmandt et al., 2012; Liu et al., 2015].

The presence of surface-related multiples in active seismic records, especially in marine seismic data, has
been known for decades, and a variety of techniques have been developed to attenuate and eliminate these
multiples [see Dragoset et al., 2010, and references therein]. In general, surface-related multiple elimination
techniques can be divided into three categories: model driven, data driven, and something between. The
model-driven approach employs wave equation-based forward modeling techniques to compute multiple
reflections with an assumed Earth model, while the so-called data-driven methods predict multiples directly
from the seismic records, which requires absolutely no knowledge of the subsurface. Once the multiple
reflections are predicted from either a model or data, they are subsequently removed from the data by adap-
tive subtraction. The third approach utilizes the differences in the properties between the primary and multi-
ples and employs adaptive filtering techniques to attenuate the multiples. Those techniques include
common reflection point stacking [e.g., Mayne, 1962], Radon transform [Hampson, 1986], f-k filtering [e.g.,
Embree et al., 1963; Duncan and Beresford, 1994], etc.

Our approach to remove the multiple reflections falls in the third category. We notice the small and yet sig-
nificant difference in (horizontal) slowness (i.e., ray parameter) between the P-to-S converted waves and the
multiples. The relative slowness with respect to the direct Pwaves is negative for the conversions and positive
for the multiples. Based on this difference, we design a weighting scheme to attenuate the multiples in per-
forming the CCP stacking, which is referred to as slowness-weighted CCP stacking (SWCCP) hereafter. We
conduct extensive numerical tests to investigate the effectiveness and robustness of different types of
weighting schemes in terms of suppressing multiples and their smearing. By combining two weighting

Figure 1. Illustration of how crustal multiples affect CCP imaging. (a) Schematic ray paths of a P-to-S conversion phase
and a crustal multiple. (b) Multiples from the bottom of sediments and the Moho interfere with a hypothetic P-to-S
conversion wave at 350 km. Note that the relative arrival times of the multiples increase with increasing epicentral
distance, while the arrival time of P350s shows a decreasing trend. (c) A typical regular CCP stack, with prominent
multiple-induced artificial events at shallow depths besides the two true conversion events at 350 and 410 km depths.
To generate synthetic seismograms, we used a revised iasp91 model, which has a 3 km sediment layer with
Vp = 3.08 km/s, Vs = 1.54 km/s, and ρ = 1.68 g/cm3, underlaid by a 37 km thick uniform crust with a Vp = 6.33 km/s,
Vs = 3.51 km/s, and ρ = 2.91 g/cm3.
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schemes, we found that the SWCCP is very effective in removingmultiple events from both synthetic and real
data sets.

2. Method

Receiver functions in this study are computed from the SV-P component pairs using the “water level” decon-
volution technique [Clayton and Wiggins, 1976]. We set the water level to be 0.01, and the Gaussian function
width to be 1.5, corresponding a corner frequency of 0.5 Hz.

Following the regular CCP stacking, for an assumed conversion depth, d, we first compute the Pds arrival
time and geographic location of the conversion point for each receiver function. We then sort the recei-
ver functions by their conversion points and gather all the receiver functions that share a common con-
version location (cap). For the receiver functions gathered at each cap, we first align them by their
epicentral distance and conduct the so-called slant stacking to estimate the relative slowness of a poten-
tial signal in the assumed Pds arrival time window. For an assumed slowness, p, we compute the linear
moveout correction for each station by multiplying the slowness and relative epicentral distance (Δi) to
the median epicentral distance (Δ0), i.e., p × (Δi � Δ0). We then stack all the receiver functions after apply-
ing the moveout corrections. We vary the slowness between the range of ±0.15 s/deg with an increment
of 0.01 s/deg.

Figure 2a shows an example of stacked receiver functions in the depth range between 230 km and 450 km.
The synthetic seismograms are evenly distributed in the distance range of 30°–90°, generated by a reflectivity
method [Kennett and Kerry, 1979] with a revised iasp91model, which has a 3 km sediment layer, a 40 km deep
Moho, and a low-velocity layer (LVL) above the 410 km discontinuity. The LVL starts at the depth of 350 km
with an S velocity drop of 0.1 km/s (2%) and extends to the 410 km. The vespagram clearly shows the two

Figure 2. Effectiveness of two the slowness-based weighting schemes in suppressing multiples. (a) Depth domain tau-p
transform of the synthetic receiver functions shown in Figure 1b. The horizontal line at slowness 0.00 s/deg divides the
tau-p domain into the upper multiple and the lower conversion domain, respectively. The black dashed line in the con-
version domain indicates the expected Pds slowness, which goes through the peak amplitude of the P350s and P410s.
Multiples from the sediment base and the Moho generally peak in the upper multiple domain but smear severely to the
conversion domain. (b, c) Weighted stacks using the first and second terms in equation (1) are plotted with the regular stack
(blue). (d) The SWCCP stack, which combines both terms. Receiver functions in each depth cap are evenly distributed in
the epicentral range of 30–90°. Comparisons of regular CCP with SWCCP stacks using receiver functions that are limited in
epicentral distances: (e) 40° to 85°, (f) 50° to 75°, and (g) 50° to 60°. Even with a relatively narrow distance range of 10°, the
SWCCP still possesses excellent ability in suppressing multiples.
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conversions at the top of the LVL and the 410 km with a slightly negative slowness, together with at least
three strong multiples that fall in the positive slowness domain (Figure 2a). Due to limitation in epicentral dis-
tance and the presence of side lobes, all the signals shown in the depth-slowness domain exhibit certain
smearing along the slowness and depth axes (hereinafter referred to as slowness smearing and diagonal
smearing, respectively), making it hard to utilize the slowness of the Pds arrival time window alone as the sin-
gle parameter of a simple weighting scheme.

To take into account the slowness smearing, we first compare the observed slowness with the predicted
Pds slowness and then compares the overall energy falls in the conversion or multiple domains. In detail,
we first take a vertical slice (line) of the depth-slowness diagram along conversion depth, d, and search
the slowness, po, at which the absolute stacking amplitude reaches its maximum. The uncertainty in
slowness (σp) is also estimated from the 95% confidence interval. More specifically, we fit the absolute
stacking amplitude along the vertical line near po with a Gaussian function and compute its standard
deviation σ. σp is then taken as 2σ. The estimated σp is consistent with the uncertainty calculated with
a bootstrap method [Efron and Tibshirani, 1986]. Next, we divide the vertical slice into the upper half
and lower half, which are referred as multiple domain and conversion domain (Figure 2a), respectively,
and compute the absolute average stacking amplitude in the conversion and multiple domains, |L|c(d)
and |L|m(d). Here we use L to indicate that the average is taken along a vertical line (e.g., purple and
red lines in Figure 2a, respectively). To reduce the slowness smearing effect, we employ an exponential

function, e
� po�pcð Þ2

σ2p
þ Lj jm

Lj jc

� �
, to weight the regular CCP stack. Here pc is the theoretical slowness of the Pds,

which is expected to be negative. For a multiple signal, we expect a large difference between the
observed and predicted slowness, as well as a high-amplitude ratio of |L|m/|L|c, leading to a small weight.
On the other hand, the slowness difference and amplitude ratio are both small for a conversion phase,
resulting in a weighting factor close to 1. An example on the weighting effect of this term is shown in
Figure 2b.

For diagonal smearing related to side lobes, if there is a multiple reflection arriving within a time window
2 s before or after the Pds, then it can cause an amplitude hike in the conversion domain; we thus search
the maximum absolute average amplitude in the expanded multiple domain and use its ratio with
respect to the conversion average amplitude to reduce the diagonal smearing effect. In detail, we further
extend the vertical slice to an ~ 40 km wide window (d ± 20 km) centered at depth d (yellow dashed box
in Figure 2a), which corresponds to a 4 s conversion time window, and is approximately twice as the
dominant period (2 s) of the receiver function data. For each depth (x) in the window, we first compute
the absolute average amplitude of the multiple domain, |L|m(x), and select the maximum of |L|m(x), which
is denoted as |A|m max (brown line in Figure 2a). In order to minimize the diagonal smearing, we use
another exponential function of amplitude ratio |A|m max/|L|c as the second weighting factor, w2. The
explicit format of w2 is shown in the following equation (1). If there is no interference with a multiple,
the ratio is expected to be less than 1, then the weight is set to be 1. Figure 2c shows an example of
the weighting with the second term. Figure 2d shows a comparison of a depth profile being processed
with the regular CCP and SWCCP stacking methods; most of the multiples are effectively removed by
the combination of the above two schemes.To summarize, we utilize two weighting factors to reduce
the slowness and diagonal smearing of the multiples. The SWCCP stack amplitude is obtained by multi-
plying the regular CCP stack value with the two weighting factors:

SWCCP x; y; dð Þ ¼ CCP x; y; dð Þ�e
�

po dð Þ � pc dð Þð Þ2
σ2p dð Þ þ Lj jm dð Þ

Lj jc dð Þ

( )
�w2; where

w2 ¼ e
�
Aj jmmax dð Þ
Lj jc dð Þ if Aj jmmax dð Þ≥ Lj jc dð Þ
1 otherwise

8>><
>>:

(1)

Here x and y are geographic locations of the gathers and d is the conversion depth.
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3. Data Application
3.1. NECESSArray

To illustrate the effectiveness of the SWCCP, we first applied it to a large receiver function data set recorded
by the NECESSArray in northeast China [Tao et al., 2014]. The NECESSArray consists of 127 temporary
deployed between September of 2009 and August of 2011 and 128 permanent broadband stations of the
China Earthquake Administration (Figure 3a). It provides a good coverage in the area of 116°–134°E and
40°–48°N where the Pacific plate subducted at the Japan reaches to the base of the upper mantle. Liu et al.
[2015] conducted a CCP imaging study of the upper mantle beneath the array by using a total of 45,505 recei-
ver functions. They found that the 660 km discontinutity exhibits sigificant depth variations beneath the
study area. Meanwhile, there are many intermittent events above the 410 km discontinuity, with a potential
LVL above the 410 km beneath some part of the array.

Figure 3b shows a latitudinal section of depth reflectivity profile (solid white line in Figure 3a) in the depth
range of 200–800 km obtained from the regular CCP stacking. We employed a 3-D reference velocity
model [Tao et al., 2014; Tang et al., 2014] to compute the P-to-S conversion times. A circular cap with a
radius of 1° is used here to gather receiver functions, and the depth increment is 1 km. Most caps have
more than 600 receiver functions with epicentral distances widely distributed between 30° and 90°.
Many intermittent structures can be found above the 410 km discontinuity. The SWCCP stacked result
of the same section is shown in Figure 3d, which cleans up the shallow part of the image. Many events
located above the 410 km discontinuity are effectively removed by the two weighting schemes. A
negative event can be clearly seen at ~350 km in the eastern part of the section, which is consistent with
the result based on ScS reverberation data [Revenaugh and Sipkin, 1994]. In Figure 3c, we also show the
depth domain slant stacking at a grid (126°E, 42°N) where the 350 km negative signal is located in
the conversion domain. The LVL was interpreted as a negatively buoyant silicate melt lying atop of the
410 km discontinuity.

Figure 3. A comparison of CCP and SWCCP stacks of the NECESSArray data. (a) Topographic map of NE China. Red triangles
denote the NECESSArray stations. The horizontal white line indicates the location of the E-W profile along the latitude of
42°N. (b, d) The regular CCP and SWCCP stacks along this profile. Note that most of the events above the 410 km shown in
Figure 3b are absent in Figure 3d, indicating that they are multiple-related artificial events. (c) Results of the tau-p transform
using receiver functions gathered at various depth bins located at (126°E, 42°N). The ellipse in Figures 3b and 3d marks a
prominent event with negative slowness located at ~350 km depth in Figure 3c, suggesting a plausible LVL atop the 410 km
beneath this area.
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3.2. Transportable Array in Western U.S.

We also applied the SWCCP to receiver function data recorded by the transportable array (TA) stations in
western U.S. to build a 3-D reflectivity volume [e.g., Tauzin et al., 2013; Gao and Liu, 2014] (Figure 4a). We
selected a total of 18,404 receiver functions with high signal-to-noise ratio and applied both CCP and
SWCCP stacking to the receiver function data.

Figure 4b shows the regular CCP stacking results along the 117° meridian west profile between 40° and
47°N (solid white line in Figure 4a). The iasp91 model [Kennett and Engdahl, 1991] is employed here as the
reference model to compute the Pds conversion time. Again, a circular cap with a radius of 1° is used in
gathering receiver functions, and the conversion depth range is 200–800 km with an increment of 1 km.
The 660 km is clearly shown across all the section, which is ~680 km deep in the south, and gradually
deepens toward the north. It reaches to a maximum depth of 700 km at ~45°N and shallows to
660 km at the northern end. The 410 km is obviously less evident. It is not clearly seen in the south sec-
tion between 40.0° and 41.5°N and can be easily identified in the rest of the section (41.5°–47.0°N). The
depth to the 410 km discontinuity appears to follow the depth trend of the 660 km, suggesting at least
that part of the apparent depth variations observed here might be caused by unmodeled velocity anoma-
lies in the upper mantle. The second root stacking likely leads to the small P410s/P660s amplitude ratio
here. In addition to the 410 km and the 660 km, several events can be seen both in the transition zone
and in the upper mantle above the 410 km. The slant stacking result at one grid point (117°W, 44°N) is
shown in Figure 4c, which clearly shows that most of the events located in these two depth ranges have
a positive slowness and therefore are likely caused by multiple reflections.

The SWCCP result is shown in Figure 4d; most of the events in the depths above the 350 km and in the mantle
transition zone have disappeared from the image. There is a prominent negative event at the depth range of

Figure 4. CCP and SWCCP stacking results of the USArray data. (a) Topographic map of the western U.S. with red triangles
denoting stations of the Transportable Array. Vertical white line indicates the N-S profile along longitude of 117°W.
(b, d) The regular CCP and SWCCP stacks along this profile. Note that most of the events above the 410 km shown in
Figure 4b are absent in Figure 4d, indicating that they are multiple-related artificial events. (c) Results of the tau-p transform
using receiver functions gathered at various depth bins located at (117°W, 44°N). The green ellipse in Figures 4b and 4d
marks a plausible conversion event at ~350 km deep, which has been reported by several previous studies.
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360–395 km between 42° and 46°N, which is not attenuated by the filtering. Such a negative signal was also
observed by several previous studies [e.g., Song et al., 2004; Tauzin et al., 2013] and was interpreted as the top
boundary of a LVL atop the 410 km discontinuity, similar to the one observed beneath northeastern China as
shown in the previous section. The negative signal has an amplitude comparable to that of the P410s,
suggesting a significant drop of the S wave velocity in this layer, which was interpreted by partial melt.
Hier-Majumder and Tauzin [2017] found that the distribution of the LVL spatially correlates with the presence
of the subducted Farallon plate in the transition zone and suggested that the LVL has a composition slightly
different from the rest of the upper mantle. They further infer that the release of volatiles from the subducted
Farallon slab caused partial melt in the LVL, and the partially molten zone beneath western U.S. could act as a
large regional reservoir of volatile species such as H or C.

4. Discussion

It is well known that resolution of slowness in slant stacking is controlled by the distribution in epicentral dis-
tance of the data. The narrower the distance distribution, the harder it becomes to resolve the slowness in a
tau-p diagram. The synthetic receiver functions used in the example of slant stacking shown in Figure 2a are
distributed in an epicentral distance range from 30° to 90°, which leads to a good slowness resolution, making
our weighting schemes efficient in attenuating multiples. Considering the uneven spatial distribution in glo-
bal seismicity, it is possible that some of the array recordings could suffer from limited distribution in epicen-
tral distance. To see how the SWCCP technique proposed here could be affected by the limited distribution in
epicentral distance, we conducted numerical experiment with three sets of synthetic receiver functions,
which have an epicenter distance range of 40°–85°, 50°–75°, and 50°–60°, respectively. The stacking results
based on the regular CCP and the SWCCP methods of the three data sets are shown in Figures 2e, 2f,
and 2g, respectively. In all the three cases, the SWCCP stacking performs better than the regular CCP in
effectively attenuating multiples. In general, most temporal arrays can achieve a 10° distance range in tele-
seismic records with a 1 year to 2 year deployment, making it viable to apply the SWCCP technique to image
the upper mantle.

It is worth noting that the negative slowness of the Pds phase is derived from a flat discontinuity. If the
P-to-S conversion occurs at a dipping boundary, then horizontal slowness no longer remains as a con-
stant, and the apparent slowness of the Pds phase thus can be positive depending on the dipping geo-
metry and the P wave incident direction. For a plane P wave incident on a 30° dipping interface from
the updip direction, the P-to-S converted wave can have a positive slowness of 0.01 s/deg. Therefore,
if all the receiver functions are derived from earthquakes from a narrow back azimuthal range, the
slowness-based filtering could weight down P-to-S conversions at highly dipping structures, leading to
images of bias against dipping structures. In most cases, however, receiver functions at each CCP bin
are gathered from earthquakes with various epicentral distances and back azimuths. We thus believe
that the SWCCP is also feasible in imaging dipping structures, especially those with a moderate
slope (<30°).

Lateral variations in crustal thickness can also affect the apparent slowness of the multiples, which may affect
the weighting of the SWCCP. Receiver functions gathered in each bin are from stations located in circular area
cocentered with the circular bin. The radius of the circular area increases with conversion depth and can
reach to a few hundreds of kilometers for a targeted conversion depth of ~350 km. If the Moho underneath
the whole circular area dips systematically to a direction, it might be possible to generate multiples with a
negative slowness under some very special circumstance. However, when a large number of earthquakes
with multiple epicentral distances and back azimuths are used, it is almost impossible to generate a systema-
tic bias on slowness. This is well demonstrated by the above two examples.

In addition to the ~350 km negative conversion beneath some parts of NE China and western U.S. (Figures 3d
and 4d), we also notice a negative signal at around 600 km depth beneath some parts of NE China (Figure 3d).
The signal is featured by a negative slowness (Figure 3c), suggesting that it is another P-to-S conversion at
~600 km with a velocity decrease. Tauzin et al. [2013] also found a clear negatively polarized signal at
~590 km beneath southern part of the western U.S. We conducted SWCCP analysis with receiver functions
recorded in the same area and confirmed that the signal has a negative slowness and is most likely a
P-to-S conversion phase. Tauzin et al. [2013] interpreted the ~590 km negative discontinuities as a
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boundary related either to an increased water content in the transition zone or an accumulated layer of ocea-
nic material through the past 100 Myr or both.

So far we have demonstrated that the SWCCP technique is effective for structures deeper than 200 km due to
the relatively large difference in slowness between the deep conversions and the shallow multiples. When
P-to-S conversions occur at boundaries shallower than 200 km, such as the LAB and the midlithospheric
discontinuity, the slowness difference becomes less and less significant, which is under the resolution
(~0.05 s/deg) of the regular slant stacking technique employed here. Therefore, we do not expect that the
SWCCP technique proposed here is effective to separate the LAB/midlithospheric discontinuity from crustal
multiples without any modification. A recent study [Aharchaou and Levander, 2016] suggested that compres-
sive sensing technique can significantly raise the slowness resolution in slant stacking; therefore, we plan to
continue exploring the SWCCP technique with a focus on lithospheric structures.

5. Conclusions

We develop a slowness-based weighting scheme to suppress and eliminate multiple-related events in the
receiver-function CCP images. The proposed filtering technique can deal efficiently with smearing caused
by limited data coverage and side lobes. We applied the SWCCP to receiver functions computed from reflec-
tivity synthetics and teleseismic records of two broadband seismic arrays in northeastern China and north-
western U.S. In general, the images derived from the SWCCP are much cleaner than those from the regular
CCP stacking; many events in the depth range of 200–400 km are effectively removed by the filtering. The
SWCCP images also reveal a prominent low-velocity layer right above the 410 km discontinuity beneath some
parts of the two arrays.
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